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Elevated Room Design
L a f a y e t t e  C u s t o m  I n t e r i o r s  i s  a  o n e - s t o p 

s h o p  f o r  a l l  t h i n g s  h o m e

By Lindsay Conner

“We have access to many vendors here in the United States and 
around the world so we can easily find the perfect piece for the 
trickiest of spaces!”

Be sure to contact Amy at Lafayette Custom Interiors for help de-
signing a new space or reinventing an existing room. They accept 
projects of all sizes and budgets. Follow them on Instagram at @
lafcustominteriors to see what’s new!

Lafayette Custom Interiors
524 Main Street, Suite A, Lafayette
(765) 420-7007
lafcustominteriors.com
info@LAFcustominteriors.com

Amy Smith, owner of Lafayette Custom Interiors, at her studio located at 524 Main Street 
in Lafayette

“I love that every project is unique.”

Amy Smith, owner of Lafayette Custom Interiors, is up 
for any design challenge. “Each of my clients have very 
different lifestyles, budgets, and aesthetic preferences,” 
she says. “This provides me the opportunity to explore 
new ideas and discover new vendors on a daily basis.”

Amy came to West Lafayette from New Jersey in 
2008. After attending Purdue and earning a Bache-
lor of Arts in Interior Design, she stayed in the area 
and began working alongside Stephanie Stephan, the 
owner of Stephan Design Custom Interiors.

“I worked with Stephanie for several years before 
opening Lafayette Custom Interiors in 2018,” Amy 
says. Today, she calls her business a “one-stop-shop” 
for all things home.

“Whether you are building a new home, remodeling 
an existing home, or just redecorating, there are many 
moving parts to consider,” she says. “We have so many 
resources under one roof and can offer expertise so 
that our clients feel confident in their decisions.”

Lafayette Custom Interiors creates design plans 
for single rooms as well as entire homes. “These 
plan sets include drawings to communicate the 
design intent as well as specifications on every item 
needed to complete your space,” Amy explains. 
“This provides our clients with purchasing flexibil-
ity as they can utilize our implementation services 
or purchase items independently over time as their 
budget allows.”

The design plans Amy creates can also serve as a 
project pricing tool. “Many of our clients simply 
hand their plan set over to a contractor and receive a 
very accurate quote as all details have already been 
determined,” she says.

In addition to the interior design services, Amy’s 
business also sells custom window treatments, 
furniture, wallpaper, fabric, lighting, and area rugs. Finishes and fixtures can update a master bathroom, like in this West Lafayette home. 

The end result is an elevated space without the mess of a full remodel.

The black subway tile is a bit unexpected and provides a nice contrast among the more 
neutral finishes in this family bathroom.

Custom furniture and accessories provided by Lafayette Custom Interiors in a West 
Lafayette home

Lafayette Custom Interiors specified a soft white marble tile and incorporated a 
freestanding tub and walk-in shower to brighten up this master bathroom.


